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For Immediate Release

New Rubber Tile Styles from the Color Anchor Collection Bring Imagination 

and Versatility to Flooring

May 27, 2019 — Among the company’s exciting range of new products at NeoCon 

2019, Mannington Commercial will be presenting two styles of versatile rubber tile 

flooring: ColorScape® Tile and ColorSpec® Tile. Both products are part of the Color 

Anchor Collection, which also includes modular carpet, LVT, heterogeneous sheet 

and homogeneous sheet. 

All Color Anchor products are available in a broad range of colors that coordinate 

with each other and with other flooring collections. Clients can use the collection 

on its own or as coordinates for creating cohesive, imaginative flooring designs 

across spaces with different flooring needs. With the addition of ColorScape 

Tile and ColorSpec Tile,  the Color Anchor Collection now provides coordinating 

products in a full range of flooring types.

ColorScape Tile and ColorSpec Tile are available in an array of colors and profiles 

to express any design vision while suiting all types of spaces:

• ColorScape Tile is offered in Mannington Commercial’s 36 Accord colors, a 

single palette in which a variety of Mannington Commercial rubber products 

are all available, enabling clients to choose matching rubber tile, wall base, 

stair treads and finishing accessories, quickly and easily. ColorScape Tile is 

available in round, square and sculptured profiles. 

• ColorSpec Tile is offered in 36 colors that coordinate perfectly with the Accord 

palette and feature contrasting speckles. ColorSpec Tile is available in smooth, 

square and sculptured profiles. 

Both styles are offered in approximately 18” x 18” and 36” x 36” tile sizes (precise 

dimensions are profile dependent and are available on the Mannington 

Commercial website).

ColorScape Tile and ColorSpec Tile offer the enhanced safety, cleanability and 

durability of Mannington Commercial’s high-performance rubber tile. Both styles 

are made of premium thermoset rubber that is engineered to retain color and 
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resist indentation and cracking. The rubber provides enhanced safety and comfort 

underfoot, while supporting acoustic comfort. The tiles are also easy and cost-

effective to maintain, with no need for finishing or stripping. Both styles carry a limited 

ten-year commercial warranty and limited ten-year wear warranty.

In addition to design and performance advantages, ColorScape Tile and ColorSpec 

Tile offer the environmental benefit of containing 4% rapidly renewable resource 

content by total product weight. The products are FloorScore certified and feature an 

Industry-wide 3rd Party Type III EPD. 

ColorScape Tile and ColorSpec Tile are made at Mannington Commercial’s new 

rubber facility in Calhoun, Georgia. Manufacturing in the USA not only supports local 

economies but also allows Mannington Commercial to provide clients with better 

quality control and service, faster shipping and a vast array of flooring products—

including ColorScape Tile and ColorSpec Tile—without overseas shipping costs or 

price increases due to higher tariffs.

Rubber tile from the Color Anchor Collection will be on view at NeoCon 2019 in the 

Mannington Commercial Showroom, #1039.

About Mannington Commercial

Mannington Commercial crafts flooring with purpose. The company offers a full  

range of products designed to inspire creativity and deliver advanced performance 

in all types of commercial spaces. Across modular carpet, broadloom, LVT, resilient 

sheet and rubber, customers receive coordinated solutions to meet their specific 

goals. The fourth-generation, family-owned company is guided by this dedication 

to its customers and to making a positive impact on the environment and local 

communities. manningtoncommercial.com

###

Inquiries: Kathy Long, 706.602.6330, kathy.long@mannington.com
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